The Case of the Missing Needle
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A 41-YR-OLD patient with a lumbar epidural catheter in place presented for a cesarean section for arrested labor. After the procedure, a surgical count revealed that a Polysorb 2-0 suture needle was missing. A subsequent abdominal radiograph (fig. A) showed an opacity in the midline consistent with the size (2 cm tip to base) and curvature of the missing needle. A lateral abdominal film was also obtained but was unrevealing. The obstetrician requested a repeat anesthetic to reexplore the abdomen.

On reevaluation by the anesthesiologists, however, the object was noted to be overlying the radioopaque epidural catheter. The possibility that the opacity might represent an artifact rather than a needle was considered. The diagnostic options to assess the cause of the opacity included injecting radioopaque dye through the catheter, removal of the catheter, and partially withdrawing the catheter to elicit a change in the opacity on reimaging. Partial withdrawal of the catheter was deemed most appropriate because it would allow the catheter to be “redosed” for abdominal exploration. The catheter was withdrawn 1 cm. A subsequent radiograph (fig. B) displayed that the artifact was in fact the epidural catheter (labeled). The missing needle was never found.

This case highlights the limitation of solely using radiography to assess the retained foreign bodies. Surgical needles are the most commonly miscounted items.1 Although the abdominal radiographs have a high degree of sensitivity in the detection of large retained surgical needles (>25 mm), their utility begins to decline as needle size decreases (<24 mm).2 Good communication with the radiologist, use of computed tomography imaging, and newer technologies such as radiofrequency identification and bar coding may provide additional information in the assessment of surgical miscount.3
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